We implement the first fiber-based orbital angular momentum (OAM) state highdimensional quantum key distribution protocol using four OAM modes, and demonstrate the highest secret key rate and longest transmission distance for OAM presented to date. 
Introduction
Quantum key distribution (QKD), a branch of Quantum Communications (QCs), provides ultimate security based on quantum mechanics [1] . Essential challenges of most suggested QKD systems are the relatively short propagation distances and the low transmittable bit rates. However, high-dimensional (Hi-D) quantum states, which allow increased information capacity and higher robustness against channel noise, resulting in an increased error threshold, can overcome these issues. The generation and control of high-dimensional quantum states is very challenging and only a few experimental realizations have been achieved for Hi-D QKD protocols [2, 3] . Using the orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light is promising, as it provides a natural discrete Hi-D basis for quantum states [4] . However, OAM fiber transmission with more than two modes has only been used for classical communication so far [5] . We experimentally demonstrate the first transmission of Hi-D quantum states, encoded in four OAM modes and their superposition, over a 1.2 km long OAM fiber, by implementing a real-time decoy-state Hi-D QKD protocol, demonstrating the highest secret key rate and the longest transmission distance presented to date. Note that, within each basis, the states are prepared in real-time mode. At the input of the MZI, we inject attenuated pulses, carved out of a continuous wave (CW) laser beam at 1550 nm by an intensity modulator (IM) driven by the same FPGA. A second IM is used to implement a three-intensity decoy-state technique for the QKD protocols. A variable optical attenuator (VOA) allows for reaching the quantum regime. The polarization of the quantum states is prepared by a phase modulator (PM). Two different voltages are chosen to yield diagonal and anti-diagonal polarizations at the output of the PM. Vortex plates with topological charge L=+6 and L=+7 (Q1, Q2) assign different OAM orders to the quantum states. The quantum states are then coupled into the air-core fiber. After the fiber transmission, an OAM mode sorter is implemented to separate even from odd modes (L=|6| and L=|7|). Two other vortex plates are used to convert from OAM to Gaussian modes. After the OAM sorter, the quantum states are separated using their polarization. Four single photon detectors collect the events, which are registered by a timetagger unit. b) Mutually unbiased bases description. The two MUBs used for the Hi-D QKD protocol are shown. The quantum states in M0 are called |ψi>, whereas those in M1 are called |ϕj>.
Experimental results
We implement a real-time decoy state Hi-D QKD protocol. The two MUBs chosen to perform the experiment are shown in Fig.1 b) . Alice randomly switches between the two MUBs and prepares the attenuated pulses in the different quantum states (modes). Usually, one of the two bases provides the key and the other monitors the presence of an eavesdropper. After transmission through the OAM-fiber, Bob decides which of the two bases to project the quantum states onto. Fig. 2. a) Tomography measurement. The average fidelity measured over 5 minutes is 0.954 ± 0.004. The measurements were acquired with a mean photon number value of µ= (9.9 ± 0.2) × 10 -3 . b) Secret key rate and QBER as a function of the channel losses. The first blue circle represents the rate measured (left y-axis) after transmission through the 1.2 km fiber (37.43 kHz), while the others are obtained by adding further channel losses with a VOA. The red crosses are the average QBERs measured (right y-axis) with the same procedure. The average QBER after transmission through the 1.2 km fiber is 16.1%. All the average QBERs are below the thresholds for individual (24%) and collective (18.9%) attacks, and this QKD system is thus valid. aP hotons measured in the wrong basis will be discarded during the sifting procedure. The protocol implemented can be considered as a BB84 with a three-intensity decoy-state method with dimensions D=4. After the transmission of the quantum states, the error correction and the privacy amplification procedures are implemented. The experimental setup used to perform the experiment and its description are reported in Fig.1 a) . To prove the correct preparation and detection of the quantum states we measured the quantum state tomography, obtaining a very high fidelity of 0.954 ± 0.004 (Fig.2 a) . The final secret key rate is established using the methods reported in [6] [7] . We measured an average quantum bit error rate (QBER) of 14.1% in the M0 basis and 18.1% in M1. The average QBERs are below the individual and collective attack thresholds (24% and 18.9%). The secret key rate obtained is 37.43 kbit/s resulting in the highest key rate of OAM-QKD to date. This experiment shows, for the first time, the feasibility of QC with twisted photons propagating through a fiber and is also the longest OAM-QKD transmission demonstrated.
